
Julie, Peterborough

We  live next door to Peterborough Elementary school where our 
granddaughters ages 7 and 9 spend their days. They celebrated their 
vaccinations by resuming after school care at our house, though we are still 
cautious because my husband is immune-compromised by a blood-bone 
cancer called Multiple Myeloma. They braved the vaccination and never 
complain about wearing masks because they care about Grandpa. Should 
one of their classmates unwittingly introduce Omicron at school, we are sitting 
ducks. I'm old enough to remember losing a playmate to polio, and the joy with 
which our parents embraced the vaccine for us - which was delivered at 
school, during the school day. 
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Jason, Nashua

In the early days of the pandemic, I remember having a conversation with my
colleagues at the  hospital and someone asked if I'd take a vaccine if it ever
came out. My answer at the time was, "well, I don't want to be the first one to
get it, but eventually I absolutely will". Fast-forward to December 2020 and I
did get the vaccine and I worked at several mass vaccination sites, where I
checked people out and gave them their vaccine cards. I will never forget the
expressions of gratitude, hope and job on the faces of those getting
vaccinated. Knowing that they'd be able to hug their kids, grandkids, and
great grandkids without having to worry. I'm very grateful that my entire family
(from my 88-year-old grandmother to my 13-year-old daughter) has been
vaccinated and stayed healthy throughout. I'm very grateful that the
guidelines adopted by our school district have helped maintain relative safety
and normalcy, especially in the third school year impacted by the pandemic.
Masking, distancing, vaccination clinics and pool testing have limited
exposure for many and have allowed our kids to get back to learning and
engaging and having fun and being kids (who can hug their grandparents).

Ellen, Bow

Vaccines are vital to the health of all. We cannot forget the destruction of
polio, TB and the miracle of vaccines that have kept us safe. It is not just
about yourself as an individual, it is about all of humanity and caring for
others. It's about protecting children and those who are immunocompromised.
Vaccines are such an amazing product of science and we must use them and
all tools at our disposal to guarantee the health and safety of all.

SB 288
Ties the hands of childcare & 
educational providers and restricts 
their ability to adopt and enforce 
vaccine policies recommended by 
public health experts. 



General facts

SB 288 ties the hands of childcare and educational providers and restricts
their ability to adopt and enforce vaccine policies recommended by public
health experts. 

It is the duty of schools and childcare providers to keep children and staff
safe. We should allow those agencies to decide for themselves how best
to meet that duty – as they have for the past two years of the pandemic. 

With the highly transmissible Omicron variant spreading rapidly throughout
New Hampshire classrooms and across the Granite State, it is essential
that we do everything we can to protect our children and other vulnerable
populations and the staff that care for them.

The resilience of New Hampshire’s child care and education workforce and
the safety of our children and families is paramount. We should aim to
support and not limit available tools to ensure our children are safe,
healthy and thriving.

 

 

 

 

IS WRONG FOR NH. 

HERES WHY:

Child care facts

Child care is the critical foundation of NH’s workforce and policies
regarding the field should be carefully considered to ensure broad access
for families and flexibility to meet the ever changing challenges of the
pandemic.

This bill proposes unnecessary regulation of a field which has already
proven able to adapt to the challenges of the pandemic.

This bill is unnecessarily and adversely impacts the childcare market in
New Hampshire – potentially limiting both access for families and
narrowing the market for providers.

As non-state funded, community centered organizations of varied size
and style, child care agencies should be given the flexibility to choose
how to adapt to the need of parents and demands of the market.
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